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Abstract



There is currently a debate going on about Intellectual property and copyright. While industrials are trying to restrict even more the regulation to satisfy economical purpose, voices are rising to orientate the debate on a sociological and anthropological point of view. On the one hand, laws are strengthened at the highest level, pushed by the WTO as a requirement to fulfill; on the other hand, some wise souls wonder about the legitimacy of copyright regarding human rights, integrity and freedom. It led to the creation of alternative concepts of Intellectual Property, from a more flexible frame (the Commons) to the absolute abolishment of this regulation frame (copyleft). This debate is particularly visible in the music sector because of the improvement of communication techniques and the growth of digitalization. The traditional Majors raise it as the sward of Damocles: on the one hand, it gives them more business opportunities and on the other hand, it makes them losing their centralizing power in the sector. They focus their external communication on the danger of piracy and the need to restrict and apply the copyright laws. This triggers the same counter copyright phenomenon within the music industry enriched on one dimension: bringing more balance and apply fair trade principles so it facilitates the connection between artists and the audience guaranteeing diversity. The foundation Musique Libre! was created following this dynamic. Its objective is to promote the free music movement and support artists in getting to reach their audience. They developed several activities and strategies to reach this aim and, as passionate activists, want to spread the message as much as possible. The objective of the following research is to identify what are the possibilities and opportunities for the free music movement in the Netherlands.
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Introduction “All creators draw in part on the work of those who came before, referring to it, building on it, poking fun at it; we call this creativity, not piracy.” Wrote Judge Kozinski as a dissenting opinion in the Vanna White vs. Samsung case



This is a quite uncommon quote for a judge! The intellectual property system is enforced at higher level, at global scale and keeps on evolving in a drastic and strict trend: its acknowledgment is a requirement from the WTO, the protection is still applicable 70 years after the death of the creator… All of this sounds really familiar because we are overwhelmed by messages and announcements of major entertainment companies saying that the sector is in danger because of piracy, that piracy is an attack against creativity. Those companies pressure the governments to enforce sanctions against piracy and the effective application of the copyright law. In the meantime, Radiohead is releasing a digital version of ‘In rainbow’ for free. It doesn’t ‘gratis’ but freely: people can download freely and decide if they want to pay and how much they want to pay. The average price was 5,17€. On the one hand, we hear the industrials and on the other hand we see the artists acting and taking position. Is it really a threat to creativity? What about folkloric music, classical music, jazz and more recently hip-hop? The music sector, as we know it today, appeared in the 60s with pop music. It is now pretending it has been threatened of extinction since the boom of digitalization in the late 90s, with Napster as a first episode of the cataclysm. Admittedly, this is simplified but it reflects the level of the debate relayed by the main stream media during the last MIDEM in Cannes. However, there are several voices rising against this statement and taking digitalization and its production / dissemination / distribution possibilities as an opportunity to bring more balance to the music sector. No more pushed hit artists! Stop the payolas! Freedom of listening! Freedom of choice! Those voices form the free music movements and are now constituting active organizations like the Creative Commons, Musique Libre!/Dogmazic, Simuze, Magnatune. The objective of this research is to find a way to make the free music movement more visible in the Netherlands. This is the end result of the research but before, it is essential to understand the issue from its roots.
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To start with, I will present the methodology used to conduct this research. Then I will present the results of the research as following: -



The first part of the report defines what was copyright and Intellectual Property, what it is now and which are the alternatives proposed.



-



The second part presents the trends of the music sector regarding structure and flows between actors, sales, distribution, trends and alternative models. This part takes the perspective of digitalization and the music sector.



-



The third part is a strategic plan for the third party, the foundation Musique Libre! Dogmazic, to identify the opportunity and the conditions to make the free music movement more visible in the Netherlands.
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Research methodology



Research framework



Digitalization



A



C Artists



Audience



Cultural public spaces



Copyright law (EU & NL) Creative commons research DOGMAZIC NL



Music trends (EU &



Strategic plan



NL)



D



Implementation plan (phase 1)



Best practices DOGMAZIC Financing



Cultural policy



Creative Commons



Musique libre /



Netherlands



Nederland



DOGMAZIC



Corporate law (NL)



B



Goal of: The goal of the research is to deliver a strategic plan for a non-profit organization in charge of promoting and disseminating ‘free music’1 in the Netherlands. Goal in: The objective of the project is to develop the visibility of the free music movement in the Netherlands by convincing the artists and the audience that it is the fairest way for them to deal with music with an emphasis on: -



The quality of the ‘free music’ production



-



The fair distribution of revenue



-



Sharing value



‘Free music’ refers here to music made by artists supporting the ‘free culture movement’ and its claim for the abolishment of copyright. 1
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-



The effects of the abolishment of copyright (no copyright doesn’t mean no right for the artist)



Main research question: What are the opportunities for the free music movement in the Netherlands? Confrontation: Part A is all the contextual information that must be collected and analyzed to guarantee the relevancy of the project plan. Part B is the group of stakeholders. Part C lists the target groups of the project. Part D is the list of the deliverables. The main output of the research will be the project plan. NB: The implementation plan will be enriched during the research (phase 1 for short-term actions) Nevertheless, it will be completed all over the second semester of 2008 depending on the status and results of financing requests.



Research questions & methodology Main question: ‘What are the opportunities for the free music movement in the Netherlands?’ Central questions: What are the perspectives of intellectual property regulation in EU and NL? What are the trends of the music sector in the NL? What best practices can we learn from Dogmazic experience in France? How to develop this concept in the Netherlands? Sub-questions:  What are the perspectives of intellectual property regulation in EU and NL?



What is the current regulation in NL? What are the key figures? Is there a debate regarding digital issues? Who are the stakeholders? What is the influence of the Europe Union? What are the creative commons Netherlands actions? What results? Methodology: -



desk research: academic literature, websites (EU, ministry of culture of the Netherlands)



-



interviews with copyright expert (Joost Smiers) and the Creative Commons Nederland



 What are the trends of the music sector in the NL?
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What has been the influence of digitalization for the last decade? What are the key figures (CD sales, legal downloading, illegal downloading, production…)? What is the image of legal downloading? Illegal downloading? What is the evolution of the performing arts (live music only)? What are the market shares of majors and smaller label records? Methodology: -



interview of the Stichting BREIN



-



questionnaires to audience and artists (target groups)



-



desk research: website of the ministry of culture of the Netherlands



 What best practices can we learn from Dogmazic experience in France?



What is the history of the organization? What is their strategy? What are their activities? Who are the target groups? What is the structure (for musique libre and all dogmazic office)? How is it financed? What are their ST & LT plans? What are the results? What are their key success factors/ pitfalls? Methodology:



-



interviews with Eric Aouanès (founder and president of Musique Libre/DOGMAZIC)



-



desk research: internal documents



 How to develop this concept in the Netherlands?



How to create a non-profit organization in the Netherlands? What can be the support of Dogmazic France? What would be the strategy? How would it be financed? What would be the activities? Who would be the target groups? What would be the structure? Where could it be located? Methodology: -



interviews with Eric Aouanès (founder and president of Musique Libre/DOGMAZIC), with the creative commons Nederland, with a civil servant from the city of Utrecht and with researchers of the HKU



-



desk research: websites of the ministry of culture and of the KVK
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1 Intellectual property and copyright We can say that, as for any regulation, several layers are applicable. Considering that the copyright regulation emphasizes on its economical purpose (cf § 1.1.2 theory of copyright) and its importance in globalization, international agreements and treaties are the most consistent frames. In this chapter, I will present briefly the history and the theory of copyright then develop the different frames of regulation from a broader to a narrow perspective that is to say from global agreements to European perspective. I end this chapter presenting existing and active alternative forces to the copyright principle.



1.1 History and theory of copyright2 1.1.1 History The original form of copyright comes from the United Kingdom. It consisted of a privilege granted by the sovereign of the sole right to reproduce and publish specific written works, which were a source of considerable patent for the crown. It was ruled under a letters patent form. This was directly linked to the appearance of printing / publishing system in England. The publishers had to register to the ‘company’s register’ and were entitled to distribute. Therefore, the law was ruling distribution and not the ownership of a piece and it was a way for the Church and the Crown to control what was disseminated. The expansion of copyright to author’s right happened in the 19th century. The first opponent was Lord Macaulay who considered that there was ‘no natural right literary property or if there was, it did not survive the original proprietor.” He considered copyright as an instrument of monopoly. The musical and dramatic compositions were included in the Copyright Act 1842. Therefore, authors had to register to protect their work. There had been lots of evolution from 1814 until now to adapt to new form of arts and new forms of dissemination medium.



2



Jeremy Phillips, Robyn Durie & Ian Karet, Whale on copyright, 1993, Sweet & Maxwell - 10 -
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1.1.2 Theory General principles For 150 years, it was about the right to copy. Then, the publisher right turned to the author’s right. Some cultures have adopted more specific terms in their regulation: ‘droit d’auteur”, “derecho de autor”, “diretto d’autore”, “Urheberrecht”. To define the copyright principle nowadays, I will quote Jeremy Phillips, Robyn Durie and Ian Karet: “The author’s right protects the author’s message while copyright […] protects both the message and the medium” (p11) “ The concept of copyright as a form of property is given color by the fact that it can be bought, sold or ‘hired’ (licensed)” (p13) Regarding those definitions, the protection of creativity is less obvious than the protection of property, of immaterial belonging leading to economical reward. However, it leads to wonder whom is the real beneficiary of this protection considering the fact that this form of property includes both the message and the medium. There are two elements inherent to the author’s right: -



The first is the moral or personal right of the author to assert his creative relationship to his work



-



The second being the right to put his work to economic purpose



The first element can be controversial because it doesn’t have to be the right of the author but the right of the owner, who can be different from the author. I will give the example of Michael Jackson who bought the rights of the Beatles and is now the property owner regarding the law. Thus, we can consider that copyright a property right regarding those two dimensions: -



The transmissibility (ownership)



-



The enforcement against others.



How has this theory been developed in the European laws? There are two different model approaches in the traditional European laws: the German model (saxon regulation system) is unitary whereas the French model (latin regulation system) is dualist.
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Germany 1965: “Copyright shall protect the author with respect to his intellectual and personal relations to the work and also with respect to the utilization of the work.” France 1957: “The author of an intellectual work shall, by the mere fact of its creation, enjoy an exclusive incorporeal property right in the work, effective against all persons. That might includes attributes of an intellectual or moral nature, as well as attributes of an economic nature, as determined by this law.” The dualist system recognizes a bond between the author and his work. How has this theory been developed in international agreements / laws? The article 6bis of the Berne convention states a dualist definition of the author’s right: “Independently of the author’s economic rights, and even after the transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.” The Berne copyright union was founded in 1886. Its aim is to ensure that protection is granted automatically for all the countries members of the convention without the fulfillment of any formality such as registration, deposit of a copy of the work or the display of the copyright notice. There have been multiple revisions of the convention since its creation. The first major revision was signed in Berlin in 1908. It included the principle of post-mortem protection of 50 years. Then, Brussels revision stated a minimum term of protection for author’s lifetime and for not less than 50 years thereafter (droit de suite) One of the most important revisions to understand the application of international copyright was held in Stockholm in 1967. Before, the country of origin meant the nation of the author (if nonpublished) or the country where it was first published. The revision extended the principle of nationality to include the country of which the author is a national irrespective of whether fist publication takes place in a Union country. The concrete application of the revision allowed regaining protection for non-protected pieces. How has this theory been implemented in the music industry?
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“Copyright protection is granted to three categories of those active within the music industry. Authors and composers have author’s rights while performers and producers of sounds recordings (usually record companies) each have a related right.”3 In the current debate about copyright, piracy & digitalization, majors are lobbying to protect the income generated by their related right. The related right is not linked to creativity itself but to the support to creativity. It could be considered as a reward for return on investment. We will go further on this topic in the second chapter.



1.2 Main international treaties and laws 1.2.1 WIPO The World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright treaty (WIPO Copyright treaty) is an international treaty on copyright law adopted in 1996. Its aim was to provide more protection following the improvement in information technology. These new protection measures are mostly addressed to industrials. The WIPO Copyright treaty also targets the authors of work themselves since it allows them to control the rental and distribution (art 6 to 8) which was not included to the Berne convention. The WIPO Copyright Treaty has been implemented in the USA through the Digital Millenium Copyright Act (DMCA) and in Europe through the directive on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society (§ 3.2.4).



1.2.2 TRIPS (WTO) TRIPS is the WTO agreement on Trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights. This agreement follows the Berne treaty introducing one major change: the WTO member states must implement the author’s rights in their economy. Developing countries obtained a deadline of 10 years to reach the level of developed countries but there are still many issues, particularly with China. The economical compensation of author’s rights must be collected in every TRIPS member state and transferred to the collecting companies of the country where the rights are first applicable. It is important to mention that TRIPS ratification is a requirement to be a member of the WTO.



3



The economic importance of music in the European Union, Dave Laing, 1999. - 13 -
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1.2.3 Synthesis: list of members/copyright agreement4 Wikipedia presents table summing up the member states of the different international agreements regulated copyright and intellectual property in General. This list is exhaustive and surprisingly, only a few countries are not members of any agreements: Afghanistan, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq, Kiribati, Palau, San Marino, Sao Tome & Principe, Seychelles, Somalia, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Yemen. Most of these “outsiders” could be fit one of those two categories: fiscal paradise, war and/or severe unstable political situation. This outlines the importance and the means developed to sustain the economy generated by intellectual property. It is also interesting to see that that many countries pointed by western countries, some of them belonging to the ‘evil axis’, recently signed one of those agreements: -



North Korea: Berne, 2003



-



Syria: Berne, 2004



1.2.4 European appropriation of global agreement To read the full text of the law: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32001L0029:EN:HTML The EU copyright directive (directive on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society) was endeavored on May 22nd 2001. It is composed of 4 chapters: 1. Objective and scope The objective is to harmonize the aspects of Copyright all over Europe so free internal market rules are respected. It also aims to update European laws regarding the technological developments of creation, production and distribution vectors.



4



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_treaty_table - 14 -
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The scope complies with the WIPO Copyright Treaty by including protection of computer programs as any other literary piece. 2. Rights and exceptions The reproduction and distribution rights are regulated in this chapter and their application is compulsory. The limitations are listed and the member states choose those that are applicable regarding their own systems. One limitation is compulsory though: transient or incidental copying as part of a network transmission or legal use. 3. Protection of technological measures and rights-management information “For the purposes of this directive, the expression ‘technological measures’ means any technology, device or component that, in the normal course of its operation, is designed to prevent or restrict acts, in respect of works or other subject-matter, which are not authorized by the rightholder of any copyright or any related right to copyright as provided for by law […].” Art 6-3 4. Common provisions The member states have to comply with the directive but the means used to implement it are free, especially regarding the sanctions and remedies. The following national laws are examples of implementation of the directive at country-level: -



Finland: 2005 amendment to the Finnish Copyright Act and Penal Code



-



France: Loi no. 2006-961 du 1er aout 2006 relative aux droits d’auteur et aux droits voisins dans la societe de l’information (DADVSI)5



-



UK: Copyright and Related Rights Regulations 2003



There are two trends in the implementation of this directive. The countries like France or the UK that are putting strong sanctions to enforce the application of the directive whereas countries like the Netherlands or Norway are keeping it quite flexible.



1.3 Critics to the current system of copyright and intellectual property We have seen that the copyright frame is a globalized frame and it won’t be the exception of counter power trend of the globalized world. 5



Presented in chapter 2.3 Piracy - 15 -
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Nowadays, the copyright crisis finds argument in 2 sources: -



The article 27 of the universal declaration of human rights that shows a deviance in the application of intellectual property: 



“Art 27-1 Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.”







“Art 27-2 Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.”



-



The communication revolution



The second point is particularly interesting. The communication revolution triggered an enforcement of the copyright laws scope but it also from the communication revolution ‘gurus’ that the counter power struggle started. I will now present some of the alternative forces to copyright, from the copyleft movement to the Commons.



1.3.1 Origin of Copyleft: the GNU project The origins of copyleft movement -> the GNU project (Check the website please) http://www.gnu.org/ The most famous guru is the software developer, hacker programmer and freedom activist Richard Stallman. He is the pioneer of the GNU project and of the copyleft movement. What is the GNU project? The GNU project was launched in 1983 on the Arpanet (Internet’s ancestor). The objective was basically (and still is) to create, use and improve freely software. “People should be free to use software in all the ways that are socially useful. Software differs from material objects—such as chairs, sandwiches, and gasoline—in that it can be copied and changed much more easily.” Source: GNU manifesto
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To do so, the GNU is originally a free operating system compatible with UNIX6. Then, it went through different phases adding consistence and competencies to the movement: -



1985: Richard Stallman introduces the concept of Copyleft, a legal mechanism to protect the modification and redistribution rights for free software. Since then, this term has been expanded to other fields dealing with Intellectual properties issues such as art and culture, pharmaceuticals, patents…



-



1989: The first GNU General Public license was released.



-



1991: A Finnish student produced Linux out of the GNU development tools so the free operating system was available on other platform (PC)



Richard Stallman is the personification of the copyleft movement. He wrote many essays about the GNU project and the free software movement. He is also well known for his eccentric character and his originality. He uses his charisma to give lectures and seminars worldwide to spread his vision.



1.3.2 Expansion of the theory of copyleft The open source movement made echo in the cultural sector as a sociological issue. How can we attribute property to one fundamental of identity building? Copyleft as a sociological concept Joost Smiers is a Copyleft expert and activist. He has co-written the book Imagine! No copyright 7 together with Marieke Van Schijndel. In this book, he presents many aspects on which intellectual property system is totally opposable. I would like to mention two of those. The first one is that “the cultural expressions of the formation of our personal and social identities.” Therefore, if we attribute property of those expressions to an entity, it means that this entity is able to choose and form the environment in which our identity is being built. The risk is that we go against diversity and evolve in a standardized world. The second one is actually related to the first one but on a different perspective, more economical. It can be synthesized this way: copyright is a monopolistic tool that prevents people from freedom



6



Unix (officially trademarked as UNIX, sometimes also written as Unix with small caps) is a



computer open operating system originally developed in 1969 by a group of AT&T employees at Bell Labs including Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie and Douglas McIlroy. Today's Unix systems are split into various branches, developed over time by AT&T as well as various commercial vendors and non-profit organizations (source WIKIPEDIA) 7



This book is to be published end of August 2008. - 17 -
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of choice and artists from freedom of creation. We are evolving in capitalistic societies. This system implies no boundaries ever to work out. Intellectual property is this case is a form of protectionism in favor of a few stakeholders. Therefore, they have the power to push artists and to create trends. Nowadays, we keep on talking about counter culture. Would it be relevant without those boundaries? This is the agenda of this book: explaining the impacts and benefits of the abolishment of intellectual property on a cultural, sociological and economical perspective.



The free music philosophy by Ram Samudrala (Check the website please) http://www.ram.org/ramblings/philosophy/fmp.html Apart from being a direct heritage of the open source / shareware movement (such as the GNU project), this movement can be considered as a heritage of esthetical and philosophical movements that emphasize on the ‘collective’ nature of arts (creation and reception) The ‘free music philosophy’, the manifest written in 1994 by Ram Samudrala, is a transposition of the open source principles applied to the music sector. He defines it this way: " It is an anarchistic grass-roots, but high-tech, system of spreading music: the idea that creating, copying, and distributing music must be as unrestricted as breathing air, plucking a blade of grass, or basking in the rays of the sun.” The free music philosophy states over all the different aspects of the music sector and gives a broad analysis of its functioning if it was free (free as in freedom!). The different issues raised are: -



Ethics



-



Impacts on individuals



-



Impacts on musicians



-



Impacts on record companies



-



Free music philosophy for the performing field



We will come back to the effect of this theory in the second chapter (§2.3.3).



1.3.3 The commons The copyleft movement is promoting the complete abolishment of copyright and intellectual property restrictions. It is not applicable nowadays because of the international regulation framework that exist for intellectual property (Berne convention, TRIPS -WTO agreement-…) - 18 -
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The hardcore defenders of copyleft criticize the creative commons giving the argument that they follow the intellectual property regulation terms and conditions: they bring more flexibility but allow the current conditions to be. Moreover, they don’t enlarge the debate to the economical aspect of copyright and about its impact on the market. Joost Smiers is a defender of the copyleft movement and was opposed to the Commons alternative. When I interviewed him, he finally came to the statement that they play a transitional role in the field allowing artists to grow in the principles of free culture in an existing legal framework. But sooner or later, it may disappear because it is not complete and sustainable. What is the frame of open licenses? The open licenses are a flexible alternative within the intellectual property framework (they are even recognized by some national collecting organizations like in Denmark or in the Netherlands). The terms and conditions of use by the audience are defined by a license (contract between the artist and the physical or moral entity who accept it). Open licenses create new rights for the audience sometimes with specific conditions. The open licenses that are the most commonly used are the Creative Commons. Zoom on the creative commons (Check the website please) http://creativecommons.org/ The creative commons is an international foundation founded bay Lawrence Lessig in 2001. The objective of this foundation is to propose to countries new models of licenses so it becomes easier to share creativity fitting in the frame of the country regulation. The foundation has ‘subsidiaries’ in several countries around the world where lawyers research on the implementation of new and flexible forms of licenses. The organization focuses on research in regulation targeting flexibility and creativity. The following conditions are the flexibility criteria of the commons licensing:
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This is how it is symbolized. The artist can choose several conditions and different licenses for each piece he creates:



The Creative Commons provide free (as in freedom) educational material to explain their policy and of course, this material is protected under open licenses. It concretely means that instead of having
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the mention “ all rights reserved”, the mention “some rights reserved” is displayed with one or several of the previous license symbols. Today, the open licenses are commonly used in the creative industry (music, software, films…). We can mention some of the most popular website using the Creative Commons licenses: flickr8 and wikipedia 9. The following graphic is an estimate of the number of Creative Commons licensed10:



It reached 130 millions licensed works in July 2008.



www.flickr.com is a pictures sharing website where registered users can upload and download pictures. 9 www.wikipedia.org is a participative online encyclopedia. 10 http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Metrics 8
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1.4 Partial conclusion The theory and principle of copyright are complex, If it started like a entitlement to distribute to protect the hegemony of a regime, it evolved in a different way because combining a lot of variables: -



Author’s right / creativity protection



-



Dissemination medium / distribution protection



-



Related rights



-



Economical reward



-



Transmissibility



-



Enforcement and sanctions



This is what makes the debate hectic. We hear many statements about copyright, intellectual property, piracy and creativity but what are we exactly talking about? It is quite easy to mix all those variables to make them fit to an argument defending one’s position in the market. This is why I consider that intellectual property and copyright principle is paradigm today. If it is said that its main objective is to defend the author’s right, its history and its application are not entirely reflecting the principle. In which way does it protect the author’s right when the author passed away? How come the debate is monitored by entities that benefits from the related rights? Why should we consider related rights as an intellectual property right? Creativity should therefore be considered as a cost center and the enforcement of copyright as a return on investment tool? I think it is not honest to mix subjective and emotional concepts such as creativity and belonging to rational economical rules. I would consider it as some kind of mass manipulation. Moreover, why is the TRIPS agreement a requirement to enter the WTO? The North / south gap is not big enough so we have to dig it more? There is a real inequity in economical and educational development so why do we need to expand this to creativity and cultural belonging? Once again, it is really dangerous because it brings less means and visibility to local and particular creations and leads to a standardization managed by a few stakeholders. The evolution trend of Copyright today is obviously emphasized on its economical aspects but, hopefully, some people and entities try to raise the debate on a sociological and anthropological debate again. What is culture for us? How should we experience it? Who is entitled to monitor and why if not the author himself? Moreover, the communication techniques improvement leads to rethink the model: communication and transmission are becoming more and more horizontal.
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Anyone can be a content provider and this is a huge opportunity to bring more balance to the “management of creativity”. Nevertheless, while this communication revolution can be experienced as an opportunity, it can be considered as a threat by entities used to have the monopoly. Therefore, two different approaches are observed: one consists of strengthening its application and one consists of letting it pursue its evolution. I think that the strengthening approach will have a strong impact on people’s opinion and raise many reactions: when the debate and the consequences are far from people’s real life it can be too abstract to feel concerned by this issue and it remains an economical regulation issue. But when the evolution impacts directly people’s real life, they start to think about it and wish some change. Furthermore, fair trade commerce is becoming largely spread in western countries. We can imagine that alternative forms of cultural and creative models will follow this trend.
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2 Trends and perspectives of the music sector today The second component to understand the environment of this research is the qualification of the music sector. This sector is very broad since it includes the recording industry, the live industry and many genres with different customs and trends. Moreover, it has been morphing for the last decade thanks to the new possibilities offered by digitalization. We will review the definition of the ‘traditional’ music sector, the main actors and stakeholders, the key figures and finally the trends and perspectives, mostly related to the digitalization era.



2.1 Overview of the ‘traditional music sector’ 2.1.1 Definition “The music industry supplies goods and services to consumers in three main forms: sound recordings, musical instruments and concerts and other performances. In addition, music is a component part of the services supplied by broadcasters, retailers, hotels, restaurants and companies in numerous other industries. As well as a manufacturing and a service industry, the music industry is one of the copyright and intellectual property industries.”11 The definition given by Dave Laing aims to present the different economical mechanisms in the music sector. Although it is a broad definition of the sector (the live industry has been included to the sector in recent years12), we can consider it is old-fashioned. It doesn’t mention any link to the media industry despite the steady increase of digitalization that also started in the late 90’s.



2.1.2 Functioning of the recording industry The following scheme gives a traditional and vertical macro representation of the recording industry:



11 12



Dave Laing, The economic importance of music in the European Union 1999 MIDEM - 24 -
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A



B



Part A gathers the “creative actors” of the recording industry with the artistic field, the production and the guardians of the temple of intellectual property (Authors’ society is the collecting company) This organization is in silo with different expertise. Nowadays, this structure is still accurate for the majors (UNIVERSAL, EMI, WARNER, SBMG) and for some smaller but visible labels (PIAS, NAÏVE…) Its creative value can be raised in this question: are all this actors necessary to produce a high quality piece? Could it be an alternative scheme? The answer might be in the new developments of distribution channels. Part B is a presentation of the distribution of the goods. No need to say that it is quite simplified and consists of 3 layers: the distributor, the retailer and the consumer.
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The digital era basically transformed the distribution scheme since it introduced new actors and new flows between actors. The distributor and the retailer can be the same virtual entity (Itunes), the consumer can reach directly the record company as a virtual entity (universal) and new actors came in the sector in order to create a direct link between the artists and the consumers (myspace, lastfm) This scheme represents some of the different flows between the actors of the recording industry. It doesn’t include the legal issues: all the represented actors are considered as legal. This scheme aims to represent the flows between professionals of the music industry so bloggers and other opinion leaders are not represented. Nevertheless, they may be considered as important stakeholders. RECORDING BIS



Featured artists Manager



ISPs Social networks



Online distributor



CONSUMER Artists’ royalty



Record company



Producer’s royalty Session musicians



Physical retailer



Composer



Physical distributor Authors’ society



Mechanical royalty



Publisher



Studio producer



The model is not vertical anymore. The record company is not centralizing the flows anymore. At this level, we can see why the role of the Authors’ society (collecting companies) became more complex with digital dissemination and distribution. It doesn’t have one single entry point anymore. The consumer is now more in the center of the model. That means he has more choices and possibilities regarding the theory of free market. The artist gets more opportunities to distribute his work and reach an audience (myspace, lastfm, website). The composer also gets more opportunities
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to distribute his work and become a more visible actor in the field (myspace, website). The record company gets new distribution channels and partners and can sell music saving on the manufacturing costs (digital distribution). The most impacted actors in the business model are the distributors / retailers. They face steady competition and must differentiate themselves working on their catalogue, pricing policy, format policy. The new actor in the recording industry model is the ISP (Internet Supply Provider). They provide access to digital content. They have been improving their service in terms of quality and speed so downloading and streaming are more and more efficient. They are pointed by the other actors of the field as the entity that should be controlling what is happening on the cyber space (illegal downloading etc…)



2.2 Trends & Key figures All the following figures and information are provided by the IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry) As music amateurs, we keep on hearing that the music sector is having a hard time, especially because the CD sales keep on decreasing. This steady decrease is mostly explained through the shortfalls caused by piracy. Nevertheless, shouldn’t we consider that a market has more than two variables? What about the impact of digitalization as a whole i.e. including legal downloading? What about the trends in the performing arts? I will now describe an overview of the music industry today, the main actors, sales and distribution figures and trends.



2.2.1 The market What is the music sector today? I won’t hesitate and say that it is an international, global market monitored by four entities. If we talk about labels (recording companies), we can segment the market this way: -



The majors



-



The indies



-



The alternatives - 27 -
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In this part, I will mostly speak about the majors. First, because the indies are more local so it is more difficult to have relevant figures at global market scale. Second, because the majors buy indies as soon as they identify they are profitable or allow to target a new market, as it happened for Columbia, Atlantic, the Motown… Third, because the alternatives’ model is not even considered as part of the music industry by the main stream profession. They are not even represented. We will develop this sector further in this chapter. The four majors are well known by the mass audience: -



Universal



-



Sony/BMG (SBMG)



-



Warner



-



EMI



The IFPI communicated the Top global best selling albums for 2007 (physical and digital albums included)13. On a quantitative aspect, we notice that the four majors own 91% of the market:



On a qualitative aspect, we can say that this Top 50 show the globalization in the music sector and the standardization of offer and taste.



13



www.ifpi.org/content/library/top50-2007.pdf - 28 -
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All the artists evolving in this Top 50 are having international pop carriers; we can mention High School Musical, Amy Winehouse, Mika as part of the Top 10. We can notice that there is no ‘regional names” in this top list and that the only ‘exotic’ name is artist Andrea Bocelli. Furthermore, if we look at the recorded music sales figures, the five most important markets are: 1: USA 2: Japan 3: UK 4: Germany 5: France Nevertheless, the Top 50 doesn’t reflect any regional and cultural differences. The global market shares (not focusing on the top 50) are profiled this way14:



World music market sales shares, according to IFPI (2005) We notice that the market is quite concentrated since the four majors own 71,7% of the global market.



2.2.2 Sales Let’s now have a look at the general figures of the recorded music sales per country in 200715. 14 http://www.vivendi.com/corp/en/subsidiaries/index_music.php http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_industry - 29 -
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How can we analyze the sales figures? Regarding this table, I need to mention that music shouldn’t be considered as a mass product because the importance of a national market is totally disconnected from the importance of population: -



The American market represent 31% of the global music market whereas its population counts for 4,5% of the world population.



15



www.ifpi.org/content/library/Recorded-music-sales-2007.pdf - 30 -
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-



The five biggest markets (USA, Japan, UK, Germany, France) represent 73,8% of the music market and count for 9,5% of the world population.



It is neither totally linked to the gross domestic product of the country: -



UK’s market is 30% bigger than the German market although the German gross domestic product is 29% bigger.



-



South Korea is the 19th market although its gross domestic product values $888 billions. The Netherlands is the 10th market and its gross domestic product is $529 billions.



Therefore, analyzing the evolution of the market using mass marketing techniques can be tricky. The influence of governments, educational and cultural policy is a major criterion to understand the market and we can acknowledge that, nowadays, communication, information and media access for people is the most relevant criterion. Decreasing sales trend? Sector crisis? Piracy? We can see that the sales decrease claimed by the majors is a reality especially in Latin countries (France -17%, Italy -17%, Spain -20%, Brazil -25%, Mexico -19%). On the contrary, it is quite stable in Japan, Germany, Netherlands, Russia, Belgium, Austria, and Switzerland. There can be several explanations to these differences: -



The stable countries are small-scale market and the music sector had never been a voluminous sector so the impact of digitalization is less important.



-



If the trade value loss is caused by piracy as the majors claim it, there may be a cultural difference about the value and interpretation of property so the audience might not respond the same way to the anti-piracy campaign.



Unfortunately, none of these answers embryos are satisfying. First, the figures are not clear. We talk about trade values (assuming sales) and the price of a physical record is higher than a digital record. It is justified by the fact that it needs graphic design, a manufacturing process and a logistic chain to reach the audience. The digital record doesn’t imply that much cost and can be sold at a ‘better price’. Measuring revenue evolution (global and per revenue source) would allow having a relevant picture of the sector. Furthermore, it is not only about recording companies and the audience. Music and entertainment is not a primary need product. If a country is going through a purchasing power crisis, the first affected household cost center is leisure and entertainment.
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It also depends on the quality of the telecom structure, the TIC policy, the cultural and educational policy. Now if we look carefully at this table, we see that the Netherlands only register a decrease of 2% of the trade value while France registers a decrease of 17%. Let’s now compare the sector in France and in the Netherlands to identify how the environment differs. Distribution process France follows the ‘grande distribution’ tradition even for cultural goods. Most of the CDs are bought in the food outlets (GSA), those huge supermarkets built in the suburbs of big cities (Carrefour, Leclerc, Auchan). Then, the second channel is through the specialized outlets (GSS) such as la FNAC or Virgin Megastore. Local retailers have been disappearing for the last decade. They cannot compete with the pricing policy of these giants and their ‘advising / opinion leader’ role is not valorized anymore. We can also mention the sales of CDs through the Internet that reached 4% in 2007.



Sales allocation per distribution channel in value (2007)16 The Netherlands has some big distribution channels such as Free Records Shop but independent retailers or local brand retailers (Concerto, Plato) are still competitive. Moreover, it is still possible to listen to any CD in a music shop in the Netherlands while this is not possible in France anymore.



16rmd.cite-musique.fr/observatoire/document/COM_MME_T207.pdf
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Copyright issue Both countries follow the same regulation (European Directive 2001) although we saw in the first chapter that the application (sanctions and remedies) is implemented at country-level. Therefore, the Netherlands decided to punish ‘uploading’ (the fact to provide illegal content for other people to download) and to leave the ‘downloading’ issue on the side. France decided to go further on sanctions and restrictions and has voted the DADVSI17 law. This new law is clearly against illegal downloading. It consists of creating an entity18 to track piracy. This entity will transfer the information to the Internet provider who will be in charge of alerting the pirate. After two alert emails, the pirate is caught and condemned. He will not have to right for a private Internet access for a year but will have to pay the subscription (plus the fine). What is happening in France is happening of most of the developed countries where the Internet is widely spread and where most of the applicable regulation was anterior to the Media revolution. Admittedly, this comparison is gross and some specific research should be done to make a deep and consistent comparison. However, it shows that it is also gross to assume that putting strong barriers and sanctions will prevent piracy thus decreasing sales. Nevertheless, I must mention that the IFPI stresses that the Netherlands have “a huge piracy problem due to an underperformance of the legitimate market.” In other words, it means that the Netherlands have never been an important market for the music sector. I was very surprised to read this statement especially knowing that Holland was the rock stars’ paradise in the 60’s and 70’s and that there has been a huge music tradition following. Anyway, they don’t precise the criteria and conditions of the research that led to this conclusion.



2.2.3 Piracy Finally, here we come! According to the IFPI, piracy is the biggest damage to music and creativity … Although it is a major topic debated in every IFPI report, I decided not to focus too much on it because there is so many evolutions in the music sector that worth to be presented. Moreover, it is impossible to have real figures since it cannot be monitored and, as we saw in the previous paragraph, figures can be used on any purpose. I will just finish this aside saying that the music



17 18



Droit d'auteur et droits voisins dans la société de l'information Haute Autorité pour la diffusion des oeuvres et la protection des droits sur Internet
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sector is evolving and so is piracy: it benefits from the same technological powerful advanced tools. Piracy has always existed and nothing can prevent it, not even the French DADVSI. The French law against piracy (DADVSI) has been pushed by the music industry especially by Denis Olivennes (FNAC CEO) during the last MIDEM in Cannes. The 2007 IFPI report stresses the importance of the path chosen by France. John Kennedy, chairman and CEO of the IFPI, greets French president Sarkozy: “More than anyone else in 2007, our industry has to thank French President Nicolas Sarkozy and the chairman of FNAC Denis Olivennes for the change of mood. The Sarkozy agreement, announced in November, is the most significant milestone yet in the task of curbing piracy on the Internet. It sets up a groundbreaking three-way partnership between the creative sector, ISPs and governments. It takes the protection of intellectual property online into new territory, requiring ISPs to disconnect copyright infringers on a large-scale, using an automated system and to test filtering technologies.” It is all the more interesting that two of the four majors are part of financial holdings specialized in media and entertainment. Universal is part of Vivendi. Vivendi also owns SFR, Neuf Cegetel and Maroc Telecom. Warner is part of AOL – TimeWarner. It means that they can be conflict of interest since the content provider and the provider belong to the same entity. This may raise issues regarding the protection of privacy and personal data. It is also light to assume that all the problems that occur in the music sector are related to piracy especially if we consider that everything is not as dark as it is presented:
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Of course, the value per share is ridiculous comparing to its value it had before 2001 but it went on a steady increase from 2006 on. The reasons of the downfall of the share are related to the speculations over the Internet bubble and the crash of markets following the dramatic events of 2001. While all the focus is oriented on the damage caused by piracy, two variables of the music sector are booming: the digital distribution and the live industry.



2.2.4 Digital distribution19 The term downloading has a bad connotation because it is automatically assumed as piracy. Nevertheless, downloading can also be legal and a strong distribution channel for the recording companies: costs are mainly allocated to production and marketing, the audience is free to customize the products (a la carte downloading), virtual shops are opened 24/7 and avoid stock shortage… The IFPI gives the trends of the digital market:



They say that globally, the digital market is split 50:50 between online and mobile sales. Mobile sales are particularly high in Japan (90%) and South Korea (60%). But the real revolution induced by digital distribution is about the new possibilities of distribution and the impact on the ‘product’ conception:



19
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The available licensed track went from 1 million to more than 6 million. It allowed the recording companies to release recorded tracks that were not ‘manufactured’ anymore. It is mostly old recordings that already made their return on investment. The recording company remasters the recording so it fits to new sound standards and digital format. Universal has even launched in 2006 a ‘Digital Reissue Program”. Until now, the label has made 18000 deleted tracks available again and plan to reach 60 000 tracks at the end of 2008. Finally, digitalization is also allowing the recording companies to adapt their distribution channels to all kind of customer’s behavior: -



A-la-carte download service (like Itunes)



-



Subscription service (like napster or MusicStation for mobile downloading)



-



Social networks (like myspace or lastfm)



-



Partnerships with ISPs providers portals (Universal/Neuf Cegetel, EMI/Alice)



-



Direct to consumer websites
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If digitalization offers a lot of new possibilities to the recording companies, customers don’t systematically feel this way. I will give now share a personal experience: I bought an album online from http://www.virginmega.fr. Unfortunately, I couldn’t use the files that I bought because I couldn’t transfer them on my Ipod. Most of the online sellers use DRM that are basically a protection layer on the file. There are a lot of compatibility problems with those DRM so they cannot be used with all devices or utilities. Afterwards, I decided to download the album illegally so I could use it! EMI was the first major to offer free-DRM files and all the majors are following because they realize that it represents an obstacle for people to buy music online.



2.2.5 Live industry Daniel Colling, CEO of the Zénith de Paris20 and of the festival le Printemps de Bourges21, said: “Performing arts in the music sector is following a structural increase. Although the audience is not fond of disk retailers anymore, they confirm their attraction to –live-. They were 17 million22 to buy a concert ticket in 2007.” This trend is observed worldwide. Music & Copyright23, in the information letter #335 (17/01/2007) estimates that the live music market represented $20 billions in 2006 worldwide. This means an increase of 10% comparing to 2005. Billboard and Pollstar had made a trend using declared revenues of venues and halls directors in the USA. They found out a progression of 112% from 2000 to 2006, going from a value of $1,7 billions in 2000 to $3,5 billions in 2006.



Value (in billions $) Evolution



2000 1,7 13%



2001 1,92 3%



2002 1,98 20%



2003 2,37 19%



2004 2,83 12%



2005 3,16 11%



2006 3,51 16%



Live sector evolution in the USA 2000/2006



Paris’s biggest venue One of the major French festival 22 In France. http://www.lefigaro.fr/musique/2008/07/29/03006-20080729ARTFIG00320-rock-desrecords-de-frequentation-battus-.php 23 http://www.zdnet.fr/blogs/2007/01/30/realites-de-la-musique-vivante/ 20 21
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The direct effect of this trend is the rise of live revenues in the music sector and appearance of a new stakeholder, the tour promoters. Although this trend is also a benefit for all kind of artists, the main beneficiaries are big pop stars. As they realized they could grow their revenue performing, they tend to sign exclusive contracts with tour promoters to manage their carrier.



2.3 Alternatives and perspectives As we have seen, the music sector is going to a new direction, mostly triggered by the boom of digitalization. The ‘traditional’ actors and stakeholders manage more or less to adapt their role, some exploring new path, other trying to counter this evolution. Fortunately, the music sector follows the same trend as the one occurring around the debate of intellectual property: new actors are appearing and new voices are orienting the debate around the true meaning of music in our identity and belonging. They bring it back to the core meaning of music and culture expressing their opinion with passion and a certain form of devotion. The more the ‘traditional’ stakeholders are trying to enforce their position, the more those voices are loud, as counter power. We will see in this chapter the scope of the alternatives and their perspectives, the dogma and an example of a business ‘fair trade’ model that works!



2.3.1 Scope If we only refer to the IFPI report, it seems like same names are coming over and over as stakeholders of the music sector. It is true, in a way, as we have seen the figures about market shares. If we have a look at the list of digital companies provided by the IFPI, none of the organizations supporting shared licenses are quoted.
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For example, Magnatune is quite important in the music sector. It is the biggest label and online retailer supporting shared licensing model. I will develop their business model and concrete results
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further in this chapter. However, it is surprisingly not listed by the IFPI (the magnatune company listed in Spain is a different one.) This suggests that the information provided by the federation is not exhaustive and partially selected to justify their position.



2.3.2 The cons In 2006, the IFPI has published ‘the 10 inconvenient truths’ about piracy (did they give royalties to Al Gore for using his expression?) Fortunately, supporters of shared licensing movement have a good sense of humor and decided to adapt this text to criticize the monopole maintained by the IFPI members 24. I translated those 10 inconvenient truths from the French online magazine ‘Numerama’. Numerama is a reference for open and shared content issues. They provide a lot of information and organize online debates through their forum. The 10 inconvenient truths of the recording industry “1. When a customer buys a CD for 16 euros, less than 1 euro is paid to the creator of the piece.” Is this the so-called reward and support to creativity? “2. It took 10 years for the music industry to accept to sell DRM-Free music online. Not all the majors have done so yet.” Aren’t we supposed to get full rights of use if we buy the product whose price includes the cost of realization plus the margin plus the author’s right reward plus the related rights reward? “3. Author’s right that maintains a monopoly of rights 70 years after the death of the author has no social or economical justification. It is a brake to the renewal of creation encouraging permanent exploitation of the most popular catalogues.” If the author’s right is a support to creativity and maintained 70 years after the death of the author, artists should keep on creating after they passed away. It is absurd, isn’t it? But who knows? They might be a good recording session gathering Miles Davis and Tim Buckley. Would it be in heaven or in hell though?



http://www.numerama.com/magazine/4731-Nos-10-verites-qui-derangent-l-industrie-dudisque.html 24
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“4. Artists had the best record of audience in venues since Napster was created.” This is a major trend of the music sector that even the IFPI is approving. Nevertheless, they don’t match the increase of audience attendance to the rise of file sharing. “5. AllofMP3.com showed that it is possible to sell music to pirates, if only there is balance between offer and demand.” This is the convenient truth of capitalistic market! “6. The struggle against commercial P2P editors like Napster, Kazaa or eDonkey triggered the continuous development of free and open source P2P offers with who it is impossible to negotiate legitimated distribution contracts.” This is a general dilemma: prevention or sanctions? “7. The struggle against free and open source P2P software users encourages the development of secured and anonymous P2P offers that will make the struggle very complex, expensive and almost impossible.” The network of free and open source supporters is wide. It gathers activists ready to use their skills to make the movement go further. One main aspect of the movement is technological: new developments are made, the ‘traditional market’ finds a way to oppose to it, further developments are realized and the ‘traditional market’ keeps on struggling. But in this technological struggle, majors will never win. “8. Music piracy through the Internet has not been countered by a policy of adding value to physical CDs sold in shops. On the contrary, there has been a decrease in quality with insignificant standardized boxes.” Instead of losing much energy in trying to counter the new trends of the market, the recording companies should rethink their model and propose unique selling points that will make people wanting to buy records. This is, again, another convenient truth of the capitalistic market! “9. Although the history of the spreading of the Internet shows a tendency to consider the internet user to be the main content promoter, the recording industry has rejected the global license principle. The global license aimed to give to the Internet users the same rights and duties (collecting) as the radio stations, which are the traditional promoters. This could have been a new revenue source for the music industry.” The recording companies refuse to admit the changes in the market that led the consumer to be in the center of the model. They keep on acting as if they were in the center of the model and neglect the importance of the role of the consumer.
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“10. The role of the recording companies in the creation and distribution process is becoming less and less central and important. This may be the reason why they tend to blindly attack their own customers.” To sum up these ‘inconvenient truths’, we can say that a movement of music consumers impeach the recording companies for not having anticipated the changes induced by digitalization and trying to find short-term solutions in controlling the music-consumers behavior. They impeach them for their lack of self-questioning. From those protesting movements are born alternative forms proposals for the music industry.



2.3.3 The dogma of the free music movement Free music movement is assimilated to fair trade principles applied to the music sector. It allows balancing power between the different actors of the sector. The main objective is to avoid monopoly by majors and freedom of choice and dissemination for audience and artists. The emphasis is more on creation. Therefore, creation has no economical or commercial boundaries. Free music philosophy The ‘father’ of the dogma of the free music movement is Ram Samudrala as mentioned in chapter 1.2.2. He wrote the manifest ‘free music philosophy’ in 1994 that is basically the pillar of the dogma. I will quote a whole passage of the manifest since it is nicely written, explicit about the dogma and of course free of use: “Why must we Free Music? Music is a creative process. Today, when a musician publishes music, i.e., exposes it to the outside world, only a privileged set of individuals are able to use the music as they please. However, the artist has drawn from the creativity of many other musicians and there is an existential responsibility placed upon them to give this back unconditionally, so creativity is fostered among people. As a dissenting opinion in the Vanna White vs. Samsung case [2], Judge Kozinski writes: All creators draw in part on the work of those who came before, referring to it, building on it, poking fun at it; we call this creativity, not piracy. […]
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Why is freeing music the ethically right thing to do? First, limiting your creativity to specific audiences, especially based on monetary reasons, is shirking existential responsibility and destructive to society as a whole; today, when people create, they're creating by standing on the shoulders of giants. Second, it's fair that people pay for music only if they like it after listening to it first; the present system does not allow for this for all forms of music. Third, in order to prevent "illegal" copies from being made, a tremendous burden (restricting legitimate expression) must be placed on all individuals to circumvent what is human nature. This is a rather impossible task and is probably the reason the AHRA was passed in the first place. Fourth, the derivative works clause prevents the incorporation of your own ideas to enhance other people's expressions, and this is abridges the free exchange of ideas and information. Finally, the current practices of the recording industry, which exploit both artist and consumer in the interests of profit, are unethical, and one must take steps to force changes. What about the intellectual property rights of the individual? Intellectual property and other such "rights" have essentially existed to benefit society rather than the individual. The U.S. Constitution, for example, states that the purpose of Copyright is "to promote the progress of science and useful arts." The Free Music Philosophy ensures that both society and the individual benefit. The individual's creative freedom is completely unabridged. This freedom is more important than any "right" society could give. To quote Stallman: "Control over the use of one's ideas" really constitutes control over other people's lives; and it is usually used to make their lives more difficult. Won't musicians starve to death if they freed their music? Musicians currently make money through a variety of sources: sales of records, merchandise and concert tickets, and royalties from commercial airplay. Freeing music will certainly not be detrimental to the sales of merchandise and concert tickets, nor will it affect compulsory or performance royalties. If anything, it will improve sales since people will continue supporting artists they like by going to their concerts and buying their merchandise. Profits from record sales will also not be affected because people will be encouraged to buy directly from the artist for the added bonuses of liner notes, lyrics sheets, and packaging. Thus Free Music can be used as a marketing tool to ensure that musicians do not starve. An approach where people send the artist a "donation", if they found value in the music they copied, is another way to make money in a direct fashion. This could become an ingrained practice in society, like tipping, where even though there is no enforced requirement to tip for various services, people do anyway. What about copying music at concerts?
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Copying music at concerts, at least for personal noncommercial use, should not be restricted. Chances are, most recordings that people make at concerts are not going to be of high quality, but some will be. These recordings can then be collected, assembled, and released by the artist, much the way the Butthole Surfers have bootlegged themselves. Here, there is some sort of a selection pressure for the best songs recorded live and it is a great way to obtain low-cost material for a future live album. Won't record companies exploit musicians who make Free Music? No, because the artist will still retain enough rights in order to ensure against monetary exploitation by commercial interests. Free Music can be used only for noncommercial purposes. In order to have total freedom, music must be free for commercial purposes also. This does not mean you cannot receive payment for commercial uses of your music. This means that you have no control over the nature of the commercial use of your music. Fortunately, with respect to music, there already exists some of this freedom (in the form of compulsory mechanical licenses and the public performance model). While there could be more freedom in music in this regard, I have left this as an optional issue.” To read the complete manifest, click here: http://www.ram.org/ramblings/philosophy/fmp.html Synthesis of the dogma



Why free music? •



To give a legal framework to artists who chose individual management of their author’s rights.



•



To allow the artist to use and distribute his pieces as he wishes within a legal framework.



•



To better compensate the artist on the application of his rights, reducing the number of intermediaries.



•



Because music distribution changed: self-production is more reachable and self distribution is made through the Internet.



•



Because music is too expensive and offer is too standardized.



What benefits for the audience? •



The audience can access a database of legally available free tracks.



•



The audience is sure not to go against intellectual property regulation.



•



The audience can discover special artists who wouldn’t have been released by an industry more and more reluctant to risk on creativity.



•



The audience knows that most of the benefits (can be even all the benefits) are given to the artist.
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What benefits for the artists? Registering author’s right is easier: •



The artists can manage specifically each piece. He can decide to give all rights on some pieces and keep exclusivity on others.



•



The artists earn almost all the benefits.



•



The artists have no permanent and systematic contractual commitment to the collecting organization.



What benefits for the label? •



To decide together with the artist the distribution mode of each piece.



•



To reduce administrative tasks, to stop relying on collecting entity, to reduce distribution costs and taxes.



•



To reduce distribution and promotion costs



•



To release new artists with less financial risks.



2.3.4 Free music as business model: MAGNATUNE Presentation Magnatune is the most known label being part of the free music movement. It is promoting the use of shared licenses and has a special policy in favor of the artists. John Buckman founded this label in 2003 in the university of Berkeley. They started by distributing their music through their website (digital or physical). The customer chooses the fair price for the music he is buying (between $5 and $18). Since then, Magnatune label has signed 259 artists and produced 588 albums. As the label grew bigger, some the albums they produce are even available on Amazon. Still, even if they found their niche position in the music sector, their tagline remained the same: “we are not evil”. Magnatune realized a short movie about their vision and policy of the field interviewing 6 artists signed on their label. You can watch the movie clicking this link: http://fr.youtube.com/watch?v=zvEEgQSU3WA
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Distribution policy To understand better their ‘fair-trade’ policy, we might have a look at some of the distribution contract terms: “Non-exclusive license: you're giving us a license to sell your music, but you can sign agreements with others. This means you can sell your own CDs at concerts, as well as sign with another label. Contract is limited to music you submit: our contract extends only to the music you submit to us. There is no future obligation to send us your music.” Those two first points are really important: with the current system of copyright, when an artist registers at the collecting company and sign a contract with a recording company, they abandon the management of their rights for everything they are creating. Regarding these terms, they are free to manage their creations the way they want.
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“50/50 gross revenue split on music: our main revenue sources are selling your music to consumers (at a price between $5 to $18 per album) and sublicensing your music for things such as games, ads and the web. We split the amount we collect 50/50 with you. Note that most record companies split the profits: we split what we receive, no deductions. 50/50 net profits split on merchandise: for physical goods (Posters, T-Shirts, etc), we split the profits (i.e.: sale price minus expenses) 50/50 with you. Physical goods are a split on profits because we have to invest money in creating them.” There is an equal feedback on revenues generated. This is different from the mainstream system where only 1% of the revenue is going to the composer. “Creative Commons license: Your music will be released to the public under the AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike license from Creative Commons. The music that we release for free usually has some sort of limitation on it: a DJ announcing the song, a lower bitrate, or it's a smaller portion of the whole song. This allows widespread distribution (i.e. file trading, Internet radio) of your music while insuring that you're paid for any commercial use. See What is Open Music for more information.” Magnatune only use one licensing mode of the creative commons. It means that people can use it and disseminate it as long as they use the same licensing principle and that it is on non-commercial purpose. Otherwise, they have to ask for permission to the author. To read the complete list of distribution terms, click here: http://www.magnatune.com/info/terms Sales Magnatune gives some statistics about their activity. This table presents the number of artists per genre:



Genre Ambient Blues Children Classical Electronica Folk Jazz Loops



Number of artists 15 3 1 71 50 1 9 1
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% 6,0% 1,2% 0,4% 28,4% 20,0% 0,4% 3,6% 0,4%
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Metal New Age Opera Pop Punk Rock World



16 21 1 14 2 35 28



6,4% 8,4% 0,4% 5,6% 0,8% 14,0% 11,2%



This confirms a trend noticed in the mainstream sector. The genre that is the most appreciated through virtual channel is the classical genre (28,4%). Then, it is electronica (20%) and rock (14%). Customers are free to decide how much they want to pay for an album. The price range goes from $5 to $18. The average price of the highest valued album is $9,84. This model inspired a lot of other label. There is one working well in the Netherlands called Dying Giraffe. For more information about Dying Giraffe, click here: http://www.dyinggiraffe-recordings.com/



2.3.5 Creative Commons Nederlands Creative Commons Netherlands has been working on promoting and supporting the use of Creative Commons Licenses in the Netherlands since 2004. They organize workshops, presentations, on and offline support as well as academic research into legal questions raised by the use of the Creative Commons Licenses. They also propose on their website contract models corresponding to the CC licenses suitable for the Dutch law. The organization is a joint venture between Knowledgeland, Waag Society and the Institute for Information Law (IViR) in cooperation with Creative Commons International, a not-for-profit organization, founded in 2001, that promotes the creative re-use of intellectual and artistic works. It is supported by the Dutch Ministry for Education, Culture and Science. The Creative Commons Nederlands consists of 6 people working together with the BUMA STEMRA25in order to integrate the open licenses to the current intellectual property system. They research and propose new models to the BUMA but are not entitled to work as a collecting company. Nevertheless, the sector often asks the CCN the enforcement of the license. 25
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The Netherlands made a step ahead the other EU members recognizing the CC licenses. Only Denmark took this decision too. Although it is a pioneer decision at Europe level, it came from the realization of inefficiency monitoring the application of rights via the Internet. They first decided to settle a law that legalizes not collecting money from blogs of self-owned websites that are disseminating music. Then, they realized that it was impossible to collect the rights in the digital world the way they are doing it in the physical world and decided to accept the CC model. The CCN and the BUMA are currently working on how to collect money when a work is used on a commercial purpose. They are not operational on monitoring the CC rights yet. If the reflection seems to evolve in the use of alternative forms of licensing in the Netherlands, there is still a major legal problem. When an artist registers at the Collecting Company, he leaves all the management of his rights to the collecting company. Therefore, combining a contract with the BUMA and the use of CC licenses is not possible yet. A reflection is now going to propose a model where the artist can chose piece by piece the way he wants to license it. This is a major issue because it means that a strong evolution is necessary in the functioning of the collecting company.



2.4 Partial conclusion The music sector is complex to analyze since it contains eclectic disciplines such as production, promotion, performing arts… Moreover, its functioning has been evolving in a drastic way for the past ten years thanks to the communication revolution and the boom of digitalization. All the technological improvements had a huge impact on the production and distribution management without being foreseen and planned by the professionals of the sector. The market went from a pushing model, where the labels were centralizing all the flows and pushing new trends, to a pulling model, where the audience is centralizing the flows and gets more influence and power than what they used to have. Since then, the majors and other stakeholders have kept on fighting against those changes, explaining that those new possibilities are mostly serving piracy and that they are the cause of the steady decrease of CD sales. But as we saw in this chapter, it is pretty hard to have a clear and objective vision of the music sector today. Every stakeholder uses figures in an absolute and drastic way so they can justify their arguments. It is true that CD sales are decreasing but new forms of distribution and new products such as mobile ringtones, a la carte downloading enriched the activities and services portfolio of those giants of entertainment. Digitalization triggered a renewal - 49 -
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in the functioning of the market: while the market was organized as a mature market (four major stakeholders in a monopoly situation), it turned now back to an emerging phase and it is occasioning new debates and power struggles. Traditional actors are using the copyright principle as a weapon to maintain their monopoly situation. They conduct emotional campaign towards the audience explaining that copyright is the protector of creativity, that piracy leads to threaten creativity in the music sector and lobby with governments to restrict the copyright even more. In the meantime they push the audience to buy legal digital records without extra selling value and trying to secure the files so strongly that it becomes a problem in common use. The consequence of this threat to cultural access and quality is that there is definitely a path opened for alternative models wishing to bring more balance and equity to the music sector. It follows the trend of the counter power emerging in the debate about copyright. Voices are rising to defend the essence of music in culture, identity and belonging. They stresses the importance of diversity and freedom of choice. Those voices are echoing since the ideas they defend have been implemented in concrete sustainable projects such as Magnatune label, pilots with the Commons and national collecting companies (Netherlands, Denmark). This announces two different evolution trends to occur: one consisting of restricting the application of copyright in the music sector (France, USA, UK), the other consisting of opening the sector to alternative models (Netherlands, Denmark). In both cases, this brings an opportunity to alternative models to grow. In the first case, some people will get fed up with restrictions that are imposed to them and will look for more ‘free’ models and, in the second case, it will be brought by the market itself with eventually the support of public entities. The second situation is mostly likely to happen in the Netherlands.
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3 Management product: possibilities / opportunities for free music movement in the Netherlands?



3.1 Description of the external party – Musique Libre / Dogmazic Musique Libre is a foundation based in Bordeaux whose main objective is to promote artists and disseminate their musical pieces under open / shared licensing. Those licenses are legally acknowledged and give a concrete and legal frame to music dissemination via current media such as the Internet and information and communication technologies. To do so, the foundation set up the website www.dogmazic.net. This website is a downloading platform that allows hosting artists’ compositions to make them available for the audience. It is also an information and expression media meant for everyone. As music is also shared on stage, concerts of artists registered on Dogmazic are organized in several venues or cafes in France. Moreover, the foundation members regularly participate to events related to the music sector to inform the different actors about the stakes and advantages of dissemination via open licensing. In order to provide more visibility to authors-composers and to reach a more diversified music lovers audience, Musique Libre ! has created the station called Automazic. This station enables to listen and download music in public spaces.



3.1.1 Presentation The foundation Musique Libre ! was created in Bordeaux in 2004 by E. Aouanes, E.M. Gabalda et E. Sargos. It is now composed of a dozen of volunteers using their specific skills to participate to the running of the organization. They mostly come from Bordeaux and Lyon, but also from Marseille, Lille, Strasbourg, Londres and Queretaro (Mexico). The revenue is coming from gifts, memberships and from the supporting fund of free music called Pragmazic. The objectives of the foundation are: 1. To support and promote independent music creation and distribution under open licensing.
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2. To militate for individual management of author’s right with civil societies, touring companies, label records and distributors. 3. To educate artists and audience about emerging ways of disseminate and distribute musical pieces due to digital era and the economic models related to it.



3.1.2 History 2000/2001



Creation of musique-libre.com Participation to design the FMPL (Free Music Public License)



2004



Creation of musique-libre.org, first francophone open license music downloading platform Filing the juridical statute of the foundation Musique Libre !



2006



www.musique-libre.org becomes dogmazic.net The threshold of 10 millions downloads is reached. Participation to a white paper about p2p



2007



Kaella project Creation of the blog dogmazine Creation of pragmazic The first prototype of Automazic station is installed in Gradignan media library (Gironde) Threshold of 30 millions downloads is reached



3.1.3 Activities Musique libre ! consists of 3 main activities: 1. Participating to different events related to free music or to open licensing (concerts, debates, workshops…), 2. Managing and maintaining dogmazic.net 3. Distributing Automazic station to media libraries (in France)
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Offline activities The foundation members are regularly involved in offline events. It is aiming to educate all actors of the music sector on individual management of author’s right, or on the terms of use of open licenses. Musique Libre ! organises concerts as often as possible inviting artists registered on the website. Workshops, debates, seminars Education can be done while having a stand in a festival, answering to audience’s questions and distributing documentation. Expression is realized participating in debates about author’s right and music download. Concerts Machines or instruments, DJs or bands are the best way to share music with the audience. Current scene is full of talents that deserve to be shown. Dogmazic The web site disseminates news through dogmazine blog and some documentation to explain distribution conditions of the open licenses. Ideas and opinions are shared on the discussion forum.
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The platform hosts artists’ music for free and make it available to download legally and for free by the audience. The downloading platform offers streaming, radio and podcasts. Members are offered a tool of personal playlist management, downloading statistics. There is also the category ‘a la une’ where Dogmazic team presents a selection of labels and artists that they think worth to be discovered. Dogmazic signed the chart ‘zone libre’ that guarantee qualitative and advertisement free navigation. Today, the platform offers 25391 tracks and 2554 artists. It is available in French and partially in English. There is a project of a more accurate translation. There is no particular selection process. Everyone is free to upload its music. There is a legal check to verify that the music is not protected. The genre classification is not following any standards but there is a project to comply with the PCDM4 that is a classification norm. NB: each artist has its own page on dogmazic website following the same principle as a myspace page except that there is no ‘social network’ behind. On this page, there is a link to www.pragmazic.net’ which is the commercial website of Dogmazic. Therefore, people can buy online CDs that will be shipped. Automazic It is a way to transpose physically the content distributed through the website. This station can be placed in libraries, venues and all kind of public spaces. It is directly connected to the ‘dogmazic’ server so it is automatically updated every time artist sends upload music. This station also provides information about cultural events, concerts etc… The user can upload the music on his mp3 player and USB key directly from this station.
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3.1.4 Recent news In April, Musique Libre! organized a festival collaborating with dying giraffe, the Dutch free music label so that two Dutch bands toured in 5 cities in France (Nicad and Mucho Maestro) In May, Musique Libre! received the authorization from the city hall of the 19th district in Paris to open a studio recording with artist residence in a local provided by the city hall In June, they organized a counter fete de la musique called ‘la fete de la musique libre’. The program included concerts and debates. Joost Smiers was invited as a guest lecturer. Several contract projects for the installation of the Automazic station are running between Musique Libre! and some important French organizations.
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3.2 SWOT Analysis 3.2.1 Strengths Network The foundation has been working since 2004 to promote the free music movement. They have built a heteroclite and solid network including venues, pubs, politicians, artists, free movement activists, members of the collecting company... Moreover, the foundation has several ‘offices’ in France, in the biggest and most culturally dynamic cities. This network is their major strength because it made the foundation visible and pushed it in the front scene in the debate around intellectual property. Product / activity range The activities of the foundation are broad and allow them to be visible in the online and offline world. Dogmazic and pragmazic offer a complete overview of the free music movement and a large range of music in the online world and Automazic and the offline activities reach the same objective in the offline world. The most noticeable feature is that all those activities are 100% in the interest of artists and music. The foundation is conducting the artists with all the means they can offer to reach their audience in an ideal more balanced music sector. Activism Their network and their wide activity range bring a lot of visibility to the foundation. They are definitely recognized as the French activist entity of the free music movement. Just to give an example: there was an article on a famous online newspaper (www.rue89.com) about fair trade and equity in the music sector. The article was mostly focusing on exchanges North / South and about producers who would give opportunities to artists of the third world country to record and be distributed. This newspaper allows readers to add comment on the article and most of the reactions on this article was about the omission of the real ‘fair trade principle applied to the music industry: the free music movement.’ Dogmazic was listed by some of the readers as the representative of the free music movement in France.
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3.2.2 Weaknesses Financial means The foundation doesn’t receive any subsidies. All the members are volunteers. The means used to develop activities come from the revenue of the station Automazic and from the funds alimented by the Pragmazic. Musique Libre! has a lot of ideas and projects but cannot implement them all because of a lack of means. Internationalization The foundation has a lot of content to offer but most of it is only in French. Most of the network is based in France although they have some connections outside: in Mexico, in the USA (including Richard Stallman), in the Netherlands (the label Dying Giraffe). The ability of creating connection is real. Nevertheless, the material doesn’t allow going further.



3.2.3 Opportunity Alternative is real There is a real debate about alternative forms of intellectual property in the Netherlands at the higher level. It is real because it is concrete. The BUMA started a pilot using Creative Commons licenses. There are several issues raised by this pilot. Activists think it is not going far enough, that it is already biased, and traditional stakeholders think it is too complicated and that they don’t have the structure to support this opening. Nevertheless, something is happening and any input on this issue is valuable. Local scene is important There are many local bands, small venues and music facilities in the Netherlands. There is an important music and live culture. Furthermore, there is a big alternative scene coming from the squat tradition. It is possible to organize local events without a lot of means but knowing ‘complementary’ people. Professional artists ask for education Interviews with musicians and artists from the conservatorium showed that they were not aware enough about the possibilities they have to distribute their work. Their main concern is how to reach the audience but for example, none of them knew that if they register at the BUMA, they leave to them the management of their rights. During the interviews, they were asking many
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questions about copyright, the free music movement and the Commons. They were all eager to know more about it.



3.2.4 Threats Alternative is real but far We have seen that the debate around alternative forms in the Netherlands is real. It is real at higher level whereas it remains a bit abstract at audience level. This is due to the fact that downloading is illegal but not punished so that the audience doesn’t encounter repressive actions for downloading illegally. Only people linked to the creative industry in its broader definition (including software) knows about the terms promoted by the movement. Multiplying the effort There is already a similar organization in the Netherlands. The threat is not the organization itself because the objective of the movement is not in competition and market shares but in proposing an alternative and fair model to the music sector. To do so, multiplying the databases of music and make the same work twice is a waste of means and energy. To be more efficient and credible, the message must be unique.



3.2.5 SWOT Strengths There



Opportunities



is



an
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the
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enough
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Threats



The free music movement is not



To be efficient, the message and



commonly known by artists and



the effort must be unique. There is



people. The foundation puts a lot



already a foundation proposing an



of effort in educating and debating
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visible enough although a Dutch



means to implement their model



foundation (Simuze) is promoting



the way they did in France.



the



connections and



the



in



the



financial



the concept in the Netherlands. Musique Libre! has activities that can be complementary to the activities proposed by Simuze.



Strategy to follow: conclude a partnership with Simuze in order to group efforts and be a louder voice for the free music movement in the Netherlands.



3.3 Strategic plan 3.3.1 Presentation of the partner History Simuze was initiated in 2004 by Marten Timan. He was a media master student at the HKU and wrote his thesis about how the open content can contribute to the exposure, sales, creativity and distribution of independent music. After finishing his thesis, he and Bjorn Wijers created the stichting Open Media. Bjorn was also a media master student at the HKU and contributed to initiate the Creative Commons Nederlands. Simuze is now composed of three members: Marten and Bjorn are focused on the management and evolution of Simuze platform and Maarten Brinkerink is in charge of marketing and communication. www.simuze.nl is the platform to upload and download music. The principle is similar to www.dogmazic.net.
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Content Today, there are more than 1000 tracks and available on the platform. The platform is available is Dutch but there is a project of translation. The process is similar to Dogmazic process: no particular selection, only a legal check. Then, the audience is free to appreciate the quality of the music and finds music compliant with their taste. Current news Simuze just won a reward of 5000€ based on their project. This amount will be used to pimp the website so it is easier to search and manage the music available. They settled a partnership with Gonzo26 and a venue in Amsterdam to organize free music nights with concerts and debates once a month from September on. There will also be a contest proposed to all artists members of Simuze so they can win a professional recording. The pre selection will be made by a jury and the finals will be live on stage.



3.3.2 Products / activities At the moment, Musique Libre! and Simuze have two common activities: -



the platform



-



the offline activities



Only Musique Libre! offers the music station (Automazic) service. N.B: Pragmazic is considered as a feature of the music platform. Music platform The ideal would be to have one single database connected to the two websites. Each website has already its own brand, style and visual to which the audience is used. The idea is not to standardize anything on the contrary. Each platform keeps its own features offering the same content so it brings more visibility to the artists, which is the main objective of both organizations. The second advantage would be to share the development efforts. Simuze and Dogmazic are maintained by 3 developers on each side using open source and free software. The initial work would be important: it would consist of merging the databases. To do so, it needs to be the same technical table but also the same genre classification so the content is easily reachable. Complying with the PCDM4 would allow the optimization of the catalogue.



26
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Once the initial work done, there would be more means to make the two platforms evolve for example using a tag system so some music is advised depending on the music the visitor is listening on the platform… Offline activities Both organizations do the same offline activities: concerts, debates, seminars… Both of them have already their own network and are quite recognized in their area. They could benefit from each experience by sharing and cooperating for some events. For example, when one foundation is organizing a festival, they can ask the other to send some of their local artists. When a contest is organized, it should be promoted from both organizations. Regarding seminars and debates, it would be all the more interesting that the Netherlands and France keep two different approaches to the free music movement. The share of experience could enrich the movement a lot and states it at European level. At the moment, none of the two foundations are working with music professional institutions. This is a need from the field to be educated on this topic. Lectures in conservatorium or professional music schools would be a plus in the offline activities. Music station The music station is connected to the same database www.dogmazic.net is connected to. If the databases are merged, www.simuze.nl content would also be available. Simuze could be in charge of distributing the station in the Netherlands. The free music would be more visible and it would generate more revenues for both organizations to reinvest in developments and offline activities. The sales generated could be allocated to a special fund. Every trimester, the fund will allocate to each foundation the revenue they earned considering the cost of amortization of the station that has to be paid back to Musique Libre!. The interface of the station is currently available in French only. It should be translated in English and in Dutch.



3.3.3 Finance Each foundation would manage their cash and finance separately. But they both feel the necessity to increase their financial means to develop their activities. Concluding a partnership would give European dimension to the project and it is definitely a plus to ask for funding. The foundations would have to apply to two kinds of funding:
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-



Sustainable funding to ensure a basis for the platforms and some of the offline activities (regular concerts, education)



-



One shot subsidies for specific events (festival, constests)



For the sustainable funding, applications could be sent to: Europese Culturele Stichting (Eurocult) This organization subsidizes cultural projects at European level. Website:



www.eurocult.org



Address:



Jan van Goyenkade 5 1075 HNAmsterdam



Tel:



020-6760222



Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds This fund gives subsidies to projects related to music. Website:



www.cultuurfonds.nl



Address:



Postbus 19750 1000 GT Amsterdam



Tel:



020-5296130



Stichting De Thuiskopie This fund gives subsidies to cultural projects with a social aim, promoting Dutch music or Dutch audiovisual. Website:



http://www.cedar.nl/thuiskopie/thuiskopiefonds.html



Address:



Postbus 3060 2130 KBHoofddorp



Tel:



023-7997811



For one-shot subsidies, applications could be sent to: Fonds voor Amateurkunst en Podiumkunsten (FAPK) This fund gives subsidies to amateur and production performing, internationalization of cultural projects. It depends on the Ministerie van OCW subsidies for amateur and professional performing arts. Website:



www.fapk.nl



Address:



Postbus 85471 2508 CDDen Haag



Tel:



070-4169000
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Stichting Algemeen Cultureel Fonds der SHV This is a local fund for concert organization. Website:



-



Address:



Rijnkade 1 3511 LCUtrecht



Tel:



030-2338833



3.3.4 Legal Legal status is a major issue if there must be funding application and revenue transfer between the two organizations. The two organizations rely on different juridical system but they are both foundations. Musique Libre! is an ‘association loi 1901’ and Simuze is part of the Open Media Stichting. First, the revenue transfer must be settled in a contract. The contract will define the terms and conditions on which Simuze can distribute the stations Automazic and be remunerated on it. Both organizations are foundations and are not supposed to have commercial activities. A fund should be created to collect all the revenue generated by the distribution of the station and allocate money to the foundations. The contracts would be a third parts contract between Musique Libre!, Open Media and the fund. To be able to apply to funding, the project needs an official proof that is at European level. It is possible for both foundations to be registered as office holders of the other one without having any power (decisional, financial, organizational) even though they are not registered in the same country (in the Netherlands: form 22 from the kamer van koophandel) Therefore, it would justify the ‘Europeanity’ of the project and ease resources exchange.



3.4 Conclusion There is definitely an opening to go further with the free music movement in the Netherlands and this is a huge opportunity for both organizations to work together. Again, there is no competition in those projects. There are motivated, creative and activists individuals wishing to contribute to the improvement of the music sector to something more fairly. - 63 -
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Of course, a strategic plan is a little bit too much because both foundations evolve in an informal state of mind environment. When I started to research for this project, I was immediately involved in activities because this is the way it works: doing on-the-ground work being as closed as possible to the artists and the audience… All actions are motivated by the passion and ideals volunteers have for music. They are also planned in a participative way: the organization is quite horizontal. The first contact between the two organizations was promising although there were some problems because of the language barrier, especially for the platform developing part. This remains a major issue. However, Musique Libre! invited Simuze to have a stand in ‘la fete de la musique libre’ but the contact was made at a too short notice. The idea of a partnership came quite naturally but nothing has been done yet. From September on, I will volunteer with Simuze to take care of the legal and financial part and hopefully, I will be able to go further concluding a ‘formal’ partnership.
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Sources Books Jeremy Phillips, Robyn Durie & Ian Karet, Whale on copyright, 1993, Sweet & Maxwell Simon Stokes, Arts and Copyright, 2001, Hart publishing Websites http://www.dogmazic.net http://www.simuze.nl http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/management/management_en.htm http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32001L0029:EN:HTML http://creativecommons.org/international/nl/ http://www.fipr.org/copyright/guide/netherlands.htm http://www.kvk.nl http://www.wikipedia.org http://www.ifpi.org http://www.icce.rug.nl/~soundscapes/DATABASES/MIE/Part1_introduction.shtml http://www.gnu.org http://www.magnatune.nl http://www.ram.org http://www.dyinggiraffe-recordings.com/http://www.rue89.com http://www.vivendi.com http://www.lefigaro.com http://www.numerama.com



Interviews Rudy van der Valk, Utrecht Jazz Podium Financial Director, April 2008 Joost Smiers, Professor at the HKU and Amsterdam University, author of Imagine no copyright!, April 2008 Eric Aouanes, CEO Dogmazic / Musique Libre!, April 2008 Paul Keller, Creative Commons Nederlands, May 2008 NICAD band members (signed on Dying Giraffe label), May 2008 Marten Timan, Founder Simuze, June 2008 Composition and music students from Utrecht Conservatorium, April 2008 to July 2008
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